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“A sprinkle of magic goes a long way” (Bottrill, 2018) 
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OLDHAM: THE LOCAL CONTEXT

Oldham’s children and young people

deserve better and we believe that

change is possible. The Opportunity

Area is a promise, made by national
and local government, education

leaders and teachers, voluntary

organisations and employers, to give

children and young people across the
borough the opportunities and support

they deserve.



THE MAGICAL LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

Environments that represent the subject that is being taught in them

Before



THE POWER OF PLAY: 
OUR INNOVATIVE PEDAGOGICAL APPROACH

Rudolf Steiner
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PROJECT 

PEERS 

PLAY 

(Resnick, 2017) 



OUR INNOVATIVE PEDAGOGICAL APPROACH

• Story cubes / Story telling

• Hot seating / Drama 

• Physical movement and brain breaks

• Guest visits

• Music / mindfulness

• Play projects through active learning

• Encourage process not product based 

learning to promote creativity and 

divergent thinking

• Experiential sessions of alternative 

pedagogical approaches – Montessori, 

Steiner, Forest School

• Serious play with Lego 



THE EYFS ‘PRINCIPLES’ CAKE 
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“When we had the 
lecture, I understood the 
principles of the EYFS but 
after we made the 
models I really 
understood them”

(Nazia – Year 1 student)
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power of 

‘active’ 

learning





MODELS OF SELF-REFLECTION

“Each person’s past, present

and future is a story, a narrative,

that we tell to ourselves while we

are acting, reacting, speaking,

thinking in certain ways and

doing particular things in our life,

and, most importantly it tangles

itself in our dreams, fantasies

and goals. It becomes the map

of existential identity, or, rather

survival – of where we have

been, are now standing and

where we can go.”

(Higgins, 2009, p.37)Increased self-awareness through reflection will help

you to uncover those hidden parts of you, making

the unknown known.



LISTENING TO THE STUDENT VOICE

“The inspiring early years room 

used for lectures makes the 

modules a lot more interesting!”



RESEARCH ABSTRACT

• Research Overall Aim: A critical sensory ethnography to understand the educational
experiences of Early Years students within a teaching excellence
framework

• Research Paradigm: Constructivism

• Research Strategy: Critical sensory ethnography

• Philosophical Underpinnings: Standpoint epistemology 

• Data Collection Methods: Sensory Focus Groups, Walking interviews in the learning environment 

Questionnaires, Photographs, MEQs/CEQs

• Sample: Early Years Students randomly sampled from each year group 

• Data Analysis: Listening Guide: A Voice-Centered Relational Method (Gilligan, 

1982) / I-Poems / Comic strip 



THE POWER OF PLAY 

“Play isn’t just about

children. It’s about adults too

– the power that it has to

open ourselves up to

possibilities, to a re-

connection with something

that we leave behind in

childhood, something primal,

an unconscious need to

leave time behind and be

time-less”

(Bottrill, 2019)



YOUR FEEDBACK MATTERS
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